
Computing focused projects in Cornerstones: 

Computing features in all of the Cornerstones projects but some of the projects have a really strong focus on computing 
learning.  

In Year 1; Bright Lights, Big City, Moon Zoom, Superheroes, Paws, Claws and Whiskers. 

In Year 2; Beachcombers, Wriggle and Crawl, Muck, mess and mixtures and Street Detectives. 

In Year 3; Mighty Metals, Urban Pioneers, Predator and Flow. 

In Year 4; Misty Mountain Sierra, Burps, Bottom & Bile, Road Trip USA, Blue Abyss and 1066. 

In Year 5; Scream Machine, Alchemy Island, Time Traveller and Peasants, Princes & Pestilence. 

In Year 6; Tomorrow’s World, Darwin’s Delights, Hola Mexico, ID and A Child’s War. 

Finding out more… 

Some good websites for developing Computing knowledge include: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/computing                          http://www.computingatschool.org.uk 

http://www.naace.co.uk/             

E-SAFETY— KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

Y1+2 
 Understand the different methods of communication (eg email, online forums etc) 

 Know to only open email from a known source 

 Know the difference between email and communication systems such as blogs and wikis 

 Know that websites sometimes include pop-ups that take the user away from the main site 

 Know that bookmarking is a way to find safe sites again quickly 

 Begin to evaluate websites and know that everything on the internet is not true 

 Know that it is not always possible to copy some text and pictures from the internet 

 Know that personal information should not be shared online 

 Know to tell a trusted adult immediately if anyone tries to arrange a meeting via the internet 

Y3+4 
 Understand need for rules to keep safe when exchanging learning and ideas online 

 Recognise information on the internet may not be accurate or reliable and may be used for bias, manipulation or persuasion 

 Understand that the internet contains fact, fiction and opinion and begin to distinguish between them 

 Use strategies to verify information eg cross-checking 

 Understand the need for caution when using an internet search for images and what to do if they find an unsuitable image 

 Understand that copyright exists on most digital images, video and recorded music 

 Understand the need to keep personal information and passwords private 

 Understand that if personal information is made available online it may be seen and used by others 

 Know how to respond if asked for personal information or if feel unsafe about the content of a message 

 Recognise cyber-bullying is unacceptable and will be sanctioned in line with the school policy 

 Know how to report incident of cyber bullying 

 Know difference between online communication tools used in school and those used at home 

 Understand the need to develop an alias for some public online use 

 Understand that the outcomes of internet searches at home may be different to those in school 

Y5+6 
 Discuss the positive and negative impact of the use of ICT in own lives and those of peers and family 

 Understand the potential risk of providing personal information online 

 Recognise why people may publish content that is not accurate and understand the need to be critical evaluators of content 

 Understand that some websites and/or pop-ups have commercial interests that may affect the way the information is presented 

 Recognise the potential risk of using internet communication tools and understand how to minimise those risks (including scams and phishing) 

 Understand that some material on the internet is copyrighted and may not be copied or downloaded 

 Understand that some messages may be malicious and know how to deal with this 

 Understand that online environments have security settings which can be altered to protect the user 

 Understand the benefits of developing a ‘nickname’ for online use 

 Understand that some malicious adults may use various techniques to make contact and elicit personal information 

 Know that it is unsafe to arrange to meet unknown people online 

 Know how to report any suspicions 

 Understand not to publish other people’s pictures or tag them on the internet without permission 

 Know that content put online is extremely difficult to remove 

 Know what to do if discover something malicious or inappropriate 

Computing  
Our Vision:  Computing for everyone; giving people their past, improving their 

present and creating futures        
The National Curriculum Purpose of Study for Computing: 

“A high quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand 
and change the world.  Computing has deep links with mathematics, science and design technology, and pro-
vides insights into both natural and artificial systems.  The core of computing is computer science, in which pupils 
are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems work, and how to put this 
knowledge to use through programming.  Building on this knowledge and understanding, pupils are equipped to 
use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.  Computing also ensures that 
pupils become digitally literate - able to use, and express themselves and develop ideas through, information and 
communication technology—at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a digital 
world.” 

Computing at Kemsley: 

Pupils at Kemsley are hugely digitally literate, staff are skilled at using the hardware and software and app    
resources readily across a range of lessons. Computing with regard to coding and the digital systems behind it is 
not taught with tight planned progression across the year groups. At present in 2014-15, computing is delivered 
through the Cornerstones Curriculum which embeds the computing curriculum throughout the topics/themes  
being taught.  

Pupils in the EYFS use a range of resources (hudl, programmable devices, cameras, toys and computers) to create 
fully enabling environments for them to achieve within Understanding the World: Technology. 

What we are good at: 

*allowing ALL children to take full ownership of their digital literacy. 

*using new apps and software as recommended by the Cornerstones Curriculum or Computing Subject Leader. 

*understanding the importance of recording Computing in the children’s books. 

*providing children with online access to learning games from home or at after school clubs 

Things we are working on: 

* developing a progressive and complete computing curriculum across the school. 

* visiting and having visitors who come in and share with us the importance of computing in the workplace.  

*developing stronger and deeper links throughout the curriculum subject areas.. 



Key skills in Computing  
We teach a wide curriculum in Computing through our termly projects.  As a result, we cover the Early Years and National 
Curriculum requirements and go further to extend children’s knowledge and understanding.  Underpinning our curriculum 
delivery throughout years 1-6 are key skills that we ensure are taught, embedded and applied in each year group.  Our aim 
is that every child has a firm understanding of these key skills within their year group expectations as a minimum. 

In the Early Years Computing is looked at through…. 

In Computing in KS1 and KS2 we look at developing understanding in 7 key overall areas: algorithms and programs, com-
municating, databases. Data retrieving and organising, presentation, using the internet and e-safety 

Key skill expectations for each year group are shown below.   

ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMS 

Y1 
 Create a simple series of instructions – left and right 

 Record routes 

 Understand forwards, backwards, up and down 

 Put two instructions together to control a programmable toy 

 Begin to plan and test a Bee-bot journey 

Y2 
 Predict the outcomes of a set of instructions 

 Use right angle turns 

 Use the repeat commands 

 Test and amend a set of instructions 

 Write a simple program and test it 

 Predict what the outcome of a simple program will be 

Y3 
 Experiment with variables to control models 

 Use 90 degree and 45 degree turns 

 Give an on-screen robot directional instructions 

 Draw a square, rectangle and other regular shapes on screen, using commands 

 Write more complex programs 

Y4 
 Use repeat instructions to draw regular shapes on screen, using commands 

 Experiment with variables to control models 

 Make turns specifying the degrees 

 Give an on-screen robot specific directional instructions that takes them from x 
to y 

 Make accurate predictions about the outcome of a program they have written 

Y5 
 Combine sequences of instructions and procedures to turn devices on or off 

 Understand input and output 

 Use an ICT program to control on external device that is electrical and/or me-
chanical 

 Use ICT to measure sound or light or temperate using sensors 

 Explain ‘What is’ questions by playing adventure or quest games 

 Write programs that have sequences and repetitions 

Y6 
 Explain how an algorithm works 

 Detect errors in a program and correct them 

 Use an ICT program to control a number of events for an external device 

 Use ICT to measure sound, light or temperature using sensors and interpret the 
data 

 Explore ‘what if’ questions by planning different scenarios for controlled devices 

 Use input from sensors to trigger events 

 Check and refine a series of instructions 

Computing in the Early Years 

16-26 months  : Anticipates repeated sounds, sights and actions. Shows interest in toys with buttons, flaps and simple mechanisms and how to operate them.  

22-36 months :Seeks to acquire basic skills in turning on and operating some ICT equipment. Operates mechanical toys. 

30-50 months:  Knows how to operate simple equipment.  Shows an interest in technological toys with knows and pulleys. Shows skill in making toys work by pressing parts or lifting flaps. Knows information can 
be retrieved from computers. 

40—60+ months: Completes a simple program on the computer. Use ICT in interact with age appropriate computer software. 

COMMUNICATING 

Y1 
 Recognise what an email address looks like 
 Join in sending a class email 
 Use the @ key and type an email address 
 Word process ideas using a keyboard 
 Use the spacebar, back space, enter, shift and 

arrow keys 
 Print out a page from the internet 

Y2 
 Send and reply to messages sent by a safe 

email partner (within school) 
 Word process a piece of text 
 Insert / delete a word using the mouse and 

arrow keys 
 Highlight text to change its format (B, U, I) 

Y3 
 Use the email address book 
 Open and send an attachment 

Y4 
 Appreciate the benefits of ICT to send mes-

sages and to communicate 
 Use the automatic spell checker to edit spell-

ings 

Y5 
 Use instant messaging to communicate with 

class members 
 Conduct a video chat with someone else-

where in the school or in another school 

Y6 
 Conduct a video chat with people in another 

country or organisation 

DATABASES  

Y3 
 Input data into a prepared database 

 Sort and search a database to answer simple questions 

 Use a branching database 

Y4 
 Input data into a prepared database 

 Sort and search a database to answer simple questions 

 Recognise what a spreadsheet is 

 Use the terms ‘cells’, ‘rows’ and ‘columns’ 

 Enter data, highlight it and make bar charts 

Y5 
 Create a formula in a spreadsheet and then check for 

accuracy and plausibility 

 Search databases for information using symbols such as 
= > or < 

 Create databases planning the fields, rows and columns 

 Create graphs and tables to be copied and pasted into 
other documents 

Y6 
 Collect live data using data logging equipment 

 Identify data error, patterns and sequences 

 Use the formulae bar to explore mathematical scenari-
os 

 Create own database and present information from it 

DATA RETRIEVING AND ORGANISING 

Y1 
 Capture images with a camera 

 Print out a photograph from a camera with some help 

 Record a sound and play it back 

 Enter information into a template to make a graph 

 Talk about the results shown on a graph 

Y2 
 Find information on a website 

 Click links in a website 

 Print a web page to use as a resource 

 Experiment with text, pictures and animation to make a simple 
slide show 

 Use the shape tools to draw 

Y3 
 Review images on a camera and delete unwanted images 

 Experience downloading images from a camera into files on the 
computer 

 Use photo editing software to crop photos and add effects 

 Manipulate sound when using simple recording story boarding 

Y4 
 Capture images using webcams, screen capture, scanning, visualis-

er and internet 

 Choose images and download into a file 

 Download images from the camera into files on the computer 

 Copy graphics from a range of sources and paste into a desktop 
publishing program 

Y5 
 Listen to streaming audio such as online radio 

 Download and listen to podcasts 

 Produce and upload a podcast 

 Manipulate sounds using Audacity 

 Select music from open sources and incorporate into multimedia 
presentations 

 Work on simple film editing 

Y6 
 Explore the menu options and experiment with images (colour 

effects, options, snap to grid, grid settings etc) 

 Add special effects to alter the appearance of a graphic 

 ‘Save as’ gif or ipeg wherever possible to make the file size smaller 
(for emailing or downloading) 

 Make an information poster using graphics skills to good effect 

PRESENTATION 

Y3 
 Create a presentation that moves from slide to slide and 

is aimed at a specific audience 
 Combine text, images and sounds and show awareness of 

audience 
 Know how to manipulate text, underline text, centre 

text, change font and size and save text to a folder 
Y4 

 Create a lengthy presentation that moves from slide to 
slide and is aimed at a specific audience 

 Insert sound recordings into a multi-media presentation 
 Know how to manipulate text, underline text, centre 

text, change font and size and save text to a folder 
Y5 

 Use a range of presentation applications 
 Consider audience when editing a simple film 
 Know how to prepare and then present a simple film 
 Use ICT to record sounds and capture both still and video 

images 
 Make a home page for a website that contains links to 

other pages 
 Capture sounds, images and video 
 Use the word count tool to check the length of a docu-

ment 
 Use bullets and numbering tools 

Y6 
 Present a film for a specific audience and then adapt 

same film for a different audience 
 Create a sophisticated multimedia presentation 
 Confidently choose the correct page set up option when 

creating a document 
 Confidently use text formatting tools, including heading 

and body text 
 Use the ‘hanging indent’ tool to help format work where 

appropriate (e.g. a play script) 

USING THE INTERNET 

Y3 
 Find relevant information by browsing a menu 

 Search for an image, then copy and paste it into a 
document 

 Use ‘Save picture as’ to save an image to the computer 

 Copy and paste text into a document 

 Begin to use note making skills to decide what text to 
copy 

Y4 
 Use a search engine to find a specific website 

 Use note-taking skills to decide which text to copy and 
paste into a document 

 Use tabbed browsing to open two or more web pages 
at the same time 

 Open a link to a new window 

 Open a document (PDF) and view it 

Y5 
 Use a search engine using keyword searches 

 Compare the results of different searches 

 Decide which sections are appropriate to copy and 
paste from at least two web pages 

 Save stored information following simple lines of en-
quiry 

 Download a document and save it to the computer 

Y6 
 Contribute to discussions online 

 Use a search engine using keyword searches 

 Use complex searches using such as ‘+’ ‘OR’ “Find the 
phrase in inverted commas” 


